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Chapter 3
Cognitive Supervision for Transoral Laser
Microsurgery
The thermal laser-tissue interactions described in Chap. 2 constitute the basic building
block of laser microsurgery. In particular, ablation by vaporization is the process by
means of which laser incisions and resections are performed. As we shall see in this
chapter, these interactions need to be carefully monitored to ensure the formation
of incisions as planned by the surgeon. Control of the laser effects on tissue is
essential for the purpose of ensuring a safe and efficient surgical performance, which
encompasses both resection accuracy and limited thermal damage to underlying and
surrounding tissues.
Despite its importance, the control of the laser effects on tissues during Transoral
Laser Microsurgery (TLM) is still performed manually, since available technologies
do not include any support to monitor the state of tissues under laser irradiation. When
analyzing the workflow of these interventions, it becomes apparent that the quality
of laser resections depends entirely on clinicians, who must possess the experience
required to anticipate and understand the results of their laser actions.
This chapter introduces the problem of the automatic supervision of laser-induced
effects during laser surgery. A top-down approach is used to tackle this problem: spe-
cific circumstances in which surgeons would value enhanced information regarding
the effects of their laser actions on tissues are identified. The problem is grounded
in the identification of variables of interest that are selected as target for the super-
vision. In the scope of this thesis, we explore the application of artificial cognitive
approaches to monitor these variables in a surgical scenario.
The first two sections of this chapter describe the current workflow of TLM and
discuss its limitations from a clinical perspective. Our analysis is based both on evi-
dence reported in medical literature, as well as on the opinions of clinicians who were
consulted in the course of this doctoral research. In Sect. 3.3, we formulate the concept
of a system capable of assisting clinicians during TLM, enhancing their perception of
laser-induced effects on tissues. Two specific effects: thermal (temperature of tissues)
and mechanical (laser cutting depth). We will review existing approaches to moni-
tor these effects during laser irradiation, focusing on considerations regarding their
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applicability in a TLM setup. To overcome the limitations of existing approaches,
we will focus our attention on alternatives based on artificial cognitive methods.
Section 3.4 describes our approach, which consists in the application of statistical
learning to create models capable of predicting the aforementioned laser effects on
tissues. This will lead us to the formulation of the research questions (in Sect. 3.5)
that constitute the core of this doctoral dissertation, and that will be addressed in
Chaps. 4 and 5. Finally, Sect. 3.6 presents the materials and methods used in our
investigation.
3.1 Workflow of Transoral Laser Microsurgery
The typical surgical setup for TLM is represented in Fig. 3.1. The patient is positioned
supine on the surgical bed and administered general anesthesia. A laryngoscope is
inserted into his oral cavity down to the larynx: this tool consists of a rigid hollow shaft
which provides a direct line-of-sight view of the surgical site. Because of the narrow
size of the laryngeal lumen, these operations necessitate the use of a microscope: the
average width of the larynx is well below 5.0 cm both in adult males and females [1].
The procedure begins with a visual preoperative inspection, aimed to (i) determine
the location and extent of the lesion to be excised, and (ii) plan the intervention
accordingly. In the example shown in Fig. 3.2a an inspection of the vocal folds is
carried out, which reveals the presence of a superficial glottic tumor. To perform a
closer analysis of the lesion, the surgeon might alternatively use a camera-equipped
endoscopic device, which is delivered through the laryngoscope in proximity of
Fig. 3.1 Surgical setup for transoral laser microsurgery. Because of the minuscule size of the oper-
ating field, the intervention necessitates the use of a microscope. The laser activation is controlled
by the surgeon through a footswitch. In the enlargement on the right, the laser micromanipulator is
shown, which allows the surgeon to control the position of the surgical area. Distance between the
micromanipulator and the surgical field is 400 mm (normal operating distance). Adapted from [2]
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Fig. 3.2 Surgical excision of glottic squamous cell carcinoma. Here the surgical site is visualized
through a microscope. The tumor is inspected during a preoperative examination (a) it appears as
an irregular white mass on the surface of the right vocal fold. Tumor resection is shown in (b).
Forceps are used to apply traction on the tissue, thus exposing the desired resection plane. The final
result is shown in (c). Images courtesy of Prof. Giorgio Peretti, MD, Clinica Otorinolaringoiatrica,
University of Genova
the lesion. During the inspection, the surgeon builds a plan of the procedure to be
performed, which entails the selection of an appropriate resection technique and a
preliminary mental plan of the dissection.
After the extent of resection has been determined, the tumor is excised with the
laser. The carbon dioxide (CO2) laser (wavelength 10.6 µm) is commonly used in
TLM interventions, because of its optimal absorption properties in soft tissues of
the larynx [3, 4]. The use of potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) solid-state lasers
(wavelength 532 nm) is also reported in the literature; other types of lasers (thulium,
gold) are currently being evaluated [3].
In most surgical equipment, incisions are controlled manually moving the laser
beam by means of a mechanical joystick and activating it through a footswitch (see
Fig. 3.1) [3]. Forceps are used to apply traction on the tissue, exposing the desired
resection plane (as shown in Fig. 3.2b). State-of-the-art laser systems incorporate
robotic technology to offer the automatic execution of pre-programmed laser scan
patterns. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 3.3: the coordination of one (or more)
motorized reflective elements allows to realize diverse scan patterns. Tissue incision
by laser scanning has been shown to be superior in terms of quality and accuracy
with respect to manual control: laser scanning prevents the accumulation of heat by
multi-pass irradiation, thus reducing the risk of thermal damage [6]. Nonetheless,
the scanning mirrors commercially available still retain a manual element, i.e. they
rely on the use of the traditional joystick to position the scan pattern on the desired
incision line [2].
Small, well-delimited tumors are resected en bloc, as it is the case shown in
Fig. 3.2b. A different technique is used for larger tumors: these are transected and
removed in pieces [4]. It is important to point out that the primary objective of tumor
resection is its complete eradication. This is known as surgical radicality and is a
time-honored principle of surgery, based on the fact that an incomplete resection
results in a recurrence of the disease [4]. To achieve sufficient radicality, the tumor
is resected with an additional layer of healthy tissue that abuts it. The extent of this
layer is decided by the surgeon based on the indications provided by the medical
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Fig. 3.3 Robotic laser micromanipulation system. The beam is deflected on the target by a 2-DOF
steering mirror, which can be controlled to produce automatic laser trajectories. Adapted from [5]
literature: a typical resection margin for Squamous Cell Carcinoma (SCC) of the
larynx is at least 5 mm [7, 8]. Once the tumor has been removed, an histological
analysis is carried out to verify the appropriateness of the selected resection margins.
The outcome of this examination is used to assess the possibility that residual cancer
might have been left in situ. If the analysis reports any evidence of cancer in the
margins, the physician might decide to repeat the surgical intervention.
Although TLM is primarily concerned with surgical radicality, in practice clini-
cians attempt to limit the size of the resection margins, in order to preserve as much
healthy tissue as possible. This strategy is determined by the application of a second
important medical principle, called function preservation [4], whose objective is to
preserve the functionality of the organs being operated. In order to enable function
preservation, the largest possible amount of healthy tissue that is not affected by
the tumor should be spared. An example is shown in Fig. 3.2c: the SCC initially
diagnosed on the right vocal fold (see Fig. 3.2a) has been resected without compro-
mising the anatomical structure of the vocal fold, thereby allowing the patient to
speak normally again after the intervention. Early stage tumors as the one shown in
this example are particularly amenable to the application of function preservation
strategies, however these may not be applicable in every case. Obtaining cancer-
free (clear) margins remains of paramount importance to the aim of the procedure:
incremental layers of tissue are removed until an appropriate margin is found [4].
In general, attaining resection margins that fulfill the requirements of both surgical
radicality and organ preservation necessitates a correct surgical technique. As we
shall see in the next section, this is particularly demanding in TLM.
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Evidence of clear margins is required for a successful tumor resection, however the
margins may be compromised by an inadequate laser cutting technique: lasers induce
thermal artifacts on tissue, in the areas that surround the beam incidence point. These
effects may be desirable to some extent—for instance, coagulation allows to avoid
significant blood losses. Nonetheless, the creation of vast thermal damage might
hinder the physician’s interpretation of the adequacy of the resection margins both
during the operation and the successive histological analysis, undermining any pos-
sible assessment of surgical radicality [9]. In this respect, another potential limiting
factor is the usage of older surgical laser sources: the evolution of laser technology
has led to the construction of ultra-pulsed CO2 lasers which present narrower bands
of thermal damage [6].
When function preservation is the aim, incision accuracy also becomes of funda-
mental importance. This is the case, for instance, of the resection of glottic tumours,
in which reduced resection margins are selected for functional purposes. Typical val-
ues for these range between 1 and 2 mm, as larger values would result in a significant
damage to the vocal function [7, 8]. To achieve such level of resection accuracy, both
the width and depth of laser cuts need to be precisely controlled: to this aim, it is
desirable to produce narrow incision widths, while the cutting depth should be as
close as possible to the planned one. Even a few millimetres of additional resected
tissue would greatly impact the functional outcomes of surgery [4].
The issues introduced above have been discussed with the clinicians involved
in this research, during a series of interviews conducted in the initial stages of the
µRALP project. From these interviews, it emerged that technologies currently in
use for TLM do not include any functionality to support a correct laser cutting
technique. As a result, nowadays the quality of resections relies entirely on the
dexterity and experience of the clinician. Extensive training is required to develop
an effective laser cutting. This includes the acquisition of a basic knowledge of
the physical principles behind laser ablation of tissue, and the ability to manipu-
late the laser dosimetry parameters and its exposure time in order to obtain adequate
cutting [3, 4]. Laser parameters used in clinical practice include power, energy deliv-
ery mode, pulse duration, incision scanning frequency and exposure time. At present
times, no standard recipe exists to determine the parameters and the exposure required
to obtain an optimal incision. Physicians use different settings, depending on their
skills, experience and preferred technique [3].
Because of its contactless nature, laser surgery represents a challenge to clinicians:
the lack of haptic feedback during laser cutting impairs the surgeon’s perception of
the incision depth and width. Furthermore, the thermal processes that occur dur-
ing laser ablation are difficult to perceive, potentially leading to undesired tissue
damage. Although experienced clinicians normally have sufficient knowledge and
understanding of the laser ablation processes, the lack of perception of the effects of
lasers on tissues represents a practical problem for many others.
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In one of the interviews, we administered a questionnaire1 aimed at understand-
ing what new technological development clinicians would find most useful in the
course of surgery. In their answers, clinicians indicated that technologies capable of
monitoring the state of tissues during laser cutting would be useful to overcome the
perception issues mentioned above; furthermore, they showed interest in the addition
of novel safety functionalities to current laser systems: for instance, having an intel-
ligent laser source that takes over the control of the intensity in selected dangerous
circumstances, e.g. when the probability of thermal damage of tissues is high.
3.3 Supervision of the Laser Incision Process
From the evidence presented in the previous section, it emerges that clinicians do not
have any technological support to monitor or control the quality of their laser inci-
sions. Of particular interest are (i) thermal laser effects that could ultimately damage
the tissues and (ii) the extent of laser resections. Here, we propose the creation of a
supervisory system, in charge of monitoring these two important processes. The aim
of such a system is to complement and enhance the surgeon’s perception, providing
information that would be difficult or impossible to obtain by visual inspection alone.
We expect this will improve the surgeon’s control of his laser actions, facilitating the
creation of uniform and well-defined incisions, while minimizing thermal damage
to surrounding tissues.
The concept of the supervisory system was originally formulated in [10]. The
system is divided into two independent modules, each focusing on the monitoring
of one of the processes mentioned above. In the following, we shall introduce these
modules and discuss the challenges associated with their realization.
3.3.1 Monitoring of Tissue Overheating
This module monitors the temperature of tissues under direct laser irradiation and
their surroundings. Figure 3.4 shows the type of supervision this technology may
provide. For instance, the surgeon may be provided with an estimation of the tem-
perature of tissues during laser cutting; or, with overheating alerts. Clinicians may
use this information, e.g. stopping the cutting process if certain areas of tissue reach
excessively high temperatures, and thus are likely to be get necrotic.
Traditional approaches to monitor the temperature of tissue during medical treat-
ments require the placement of sensing equipment in direct contact with the mea-
surement site [11]. These approaches are not applicable during TLM, due to space
constraints: the surgical site is accessed through a transoral access which does
not offer enough volume for the introduction of additional sensing equipment.
1available in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.4 Mock-up showing the on-line monitoring of tissue temperature. This module continuously
estimates the superficial temperature of tissues on the surgical site. A cursor can be used to select a
point-of-interest, whose temperature should be displayed (left figure). Alternatively, the temperature
information can be used to issue safety alerts, e.g. if the probability of thermal damage of a zone
exceeds a threshold level (right figure)
Non-invasive techniques based on common medical imaging technologies are cur-
rently being investigated [11]. These may require the introduction of substantial
changes to the medical protocol, e.g. the use of MRI-compatible equipment. Fur-
thermore, whether these methods account for the dynamic changes in temperature
observed in a spatially concentrated area during laser microsurgery is to be verified.
The dynamics of tissue temperature describes how temperature spreads out in
space during laser exposure as times goes on. As we have seen in the previous
chapter, this phenomenon is described by the heat diffusion Eq. (2.12). Solutions to
this inhomogeneous differential equation depend on the specific form of the input, as
well as on the initial and the boundary conditions [12]. Solutions are commonly eval-
uated by means of numerical methods, as in [13–16]. These studies present models
able to predict the temperature of tissue under specific conditions: laser wavelength,
tissue type, temperature range. They coincide in saying that the variation of tissue
temperature during laser irradiation is a complex phenomenon that involves non-
linearities. These types of models are not straightforward to scale into an online
predictive technology providing a temperature value of the tissue surface depending
on the actions of the surgeon. Furthermore, a considerable number of parameters
representing tissue and laser properties must be accounted for when modeling it.
Accurate and real-time measurement of some of these parameters is not straight-
forward in a surgical setup. Laser motion during an incision includes an additional
important challenge to the objective of modeling the thermal effects. To the best of
our knowledge, none of the available models of temperature dynamics takes into
account a scenario with a moving beam.
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Fig. 3.5 Mock-up
illustrating the concept of the
online monitoring of the
laser incision depth. This
module continuously
estimates the cutting depth
reached by the laser
3.3.2 Monitoring of the Laser Incision Depth
This module monitors the incision depth as it develops during laser cutting. This
information could be shown to clinicians (for example, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5), to
enhance their perception of the laser cutting process.
Different approaches have been proposed to estimate the amount of tissue removed
during laser ablation. However, none of them fulfill the necessary requirements to
offer on-line estimation of incision depth. Methods based on mathematical model-
ing [17] and numerical simulations [18] have provided a viable solution to predict
the ablation volume in hard tissue. These methods assume a specific tissue compo-
sition and their applicability to soft tissues is yet to be verified. Furthermore, these
are computationally intensive and thus not suitable for on-line applications.
Alternative solutions, based on sensing, have been recently developed [19, 20].
Such solutions provide the capability of tracking the ablation crater during laser irra-
diation, without any a priori knowledge on the physical properties of tissue. However
these approaches requires the use of additional sensing devices in the proximity of the
ablation zone, limiting their applicability in TLM due to space constraints. The small
size of the larynx does not offer enough volume for the introduction of additional
equipment.
Recent advances in vision-based tissue surface reconstruction [21] seem a promis-
ing option to estimate the depth of laser ablation craters intraoperatively.
3.4 Cognitive Models
We propose to investigate the problem of monitoring the state of tissues during
laser cutting using a virtual sensing approach [10]; i.e. we theorize that appropriate
mathematical models can be used to map the application of laser energy to the
resulting effects on tissue (incision depth and temperature variation). The input space
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of these models coincide with the set of high-level laser inputs used by surgeons to
control the laser incision process. The resulting effects on tissue depend on the
combination of these parameters plus the total time of laser exposure.
These models are inspired and motivated by the capacity of humans beings to map
and fuse diverse sets of information and infer the future state of events. Experienced
surgeons possess the skills required to achieve precise and clean laser cutting, yet
they certainly do not solve the complex differential equations that govern thermal
laser-tissue interactions. This seems to indicate that they have a mental, probably not
explicit, estimation about the state of the tissue, on the basis of which they tune the
laser parameters and decide the amount of time the tissue should be exposed to the
laser. Our intent is to create models that capture and reproduce this skill, mapping
the high-level laser inputs to the resulting temperature of tissue and depth of laser
incision. The problem of defining models capable of such behavior can be seen as
the design of an artificial cognitive model [22].
Cognitive model generally denotes the combination of a knowledge set with a
given cognitive architecture [23]. The knowledge captures the experience about a
certain process or entity, while the cognitive architecture specifies how this knowl-
edge is represented, acquired, and processed in order to implement some cognitive
behavior. In the case of our models, we propose to acquire the necessary knowledge
through supervised machine learning techniques.
Machine learning provides the means to approximate the behavior of a system or
process without explicitly programming it: such behaviors are instead extracted from
sample data. In the framework of statistical learning, knowledge about a process is
represented in terms of a hypothesis function that describes its input/output charac-
teristic [24]. Learning denotes the process of determining the form of the hypothesis
function that better describes the process of interest. In a supervised learning set-
ting, this search is performed on the basis of sample input/output pairs, collected
during repeated observations of the process. In the next section, we shall formalize
two hypothesis functions, aimed to describe laser effects (overheating and incision
depth) on tissues during laser cutting. The remainder of the chapter will be dedicated
to the materials and methods employed for the collection of the data sets required in
the learning task.
3.5 Problem Formulation
Different parameters of the laser source can be manipulated to control the laser inci-
sion process. These include laser power (P) and scanning frequency (ωs). In addition,
the laser light can be delivered either as continuous wave or through intermittent
pulses, with τ designating the duration of a single light pulse. Here, we model the
influence of these parameters and that of the exposure time (texp) on (i) the superficial
temperature of tissue and (ii) the laser incision depth. Our investigation starts out
from two hypothesis functions, that are defined in the following subsections. Both
hypotheses refer to a simple scenario, involving the laser incision of a slab of tissue.
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For the sake of simplicity, we shall assume that the surface S of tissue is flat and
smooth, i.e. it presents no irregularities, and that the laser beam is normally incident
on it. Furthermore, we will assume that the laser beam is perfectly focused on the
tissue surface, i.e. the radius of the laser spot on the surface of tissue equals the beam
waist.
3.5.1 Temperature Hypothesis
To obtain an hypothesis that models the temperature dynamics of tissue, we start
from a discretization of the surface of tissue into n ×m squared superficial elements.
Definition 3.1 Let us define T ∈ Rn×m as the temperature of a set of n×m superficial
elements.
Hypothesis 1 There exists a function, f , such that
T = f (P, τ, ωs, texp, T0) (3.1)
Here, T0 is the temperature of tissue at the beginning of laser irradiation. Equation 3.1
estimates the temperature at any given point p ∈ S, given the laser parameters and
inputs. Learning function f requires a dataset of L samples of the input/output
variables
{
Ti , (P, τ, ωs, texp, T0)i
}L
i=1. Based on these, Eq. 3.1 can be approximated
using a supervised learning method.
3.5.2 Laser Incision Depth Hypothesis
We now formulate a similar hypothesis for the laser incision depth.
Definition 3.2 Let us define d as the incision depth produced by means of a laser in
soft tissue; d identifies the altitude difference between the bottom of the laser crater
and the surface of tissue.
Here, we further assume that the depth of incision created by means of laser scans
is uniform across the incision width.
Hypothesis 2 There exists a function, f , such that
d = f (P, τ, ωs, texp) (3.2)
The model estimates the depth of laser incision based on the used laser parameters
and inputs. To learn function f , a dataset {di , (P, τ, ωs, texp)i
}L
i=1 is required.
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3.6 Materials and Methods
The datasets required to learn the hypothesis functions (Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2) were col-
lected through a series of controlled experiments. The experimental setup comprises
a surgical laser source, which was used to study the effects of the laser parameters
on the resulting incision depth and superficial temperature, and to derive the model
intended to be used for estimation.
Laser motion and activation were controlled with a computerized system and
the resulted incisions were examined under a microscope to measure their depth.
Two forms of target: gelatin phantom tissue and ex-vivo chicken muscular tissue
were used in the scope of this thesis. Measurement protocols were implemented to
obtain the input-output pairs required to derive the forward model based on statistical
regression techniques.
3.6.1 Controlled Incision of Soft Tissue
Incisions are produced by moving the laser beam along desired cutting paths on
the tissue. Laser scanning, as described in [25], was used for this work: motorized
mirrors are used to deflect the laser beam, enabling the automatic execution of pre-
programmed cutting patterns. High-frequency cycles of the laser motion across the
target tissue remove overlying layers with each pass.
The experimental setup (Fig. 3.6) uses a commercial surgical laser source, the
Zeiss Opmilas CO2 25 (wavelength 10.6 µm, TEM00 beam profile), whose power
is configurable in the range 2 to 25W. In the system used in this research, maximum
power density is obtained when the laser spot is focused with a radius of 250 µm. Two
energy delivery modes are provided, Continuous Wave (CW) and Repeated Pulse
(RP), with the following pulse durations (τ ): 0.05s, 0.1s, 0.2s, 0.5s. The concept of
energy delivery mode will be further described in the next section. The CW/long-
pulsed laser source used in this study has been superseded in clinical practice by
short-pulsed (millisecond) lasers, which are known to produce more efficient cutting
and reduced thermal damage [3]. However, the use of this equipment does not limit
the applicability of the estimation methodology we propose. Our method, in fact,
relies on a forward model mapping the laser inputs to the resulting effects on tissue.
Thus, it can be applied to any laser source, provided that an appropriate forward
model is used.
A motorized micromanipulator system previously developed in our labora-
tory [25] provides the controlled motion of the laser. This device regulates the motion
of the laser through a tip/tilt fast steering mirror (S-334 manufactured by PI GmbH,
Germany), with a maximum accuracy of 4 µm at a distance of 400 mm from the
target (typical operating distance). The laser source and the micromanipulator are
both connected to a Digital Operation Module (E-517 PI GmbH, Germany) which
controls the motion and the activation of the laser. A user interface running on a
GNU/Linux workstation allows the user to select exposure time, incision length and
scanning speed.
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Fig. 3.6 Experimental setup. Tissue specimens are placed within the target zone. An infrared
thermal camera (FLIR A655c) is used to monitor the temperature of tissue targets. The laser beam
is delivered on the target through a passive articulated arm. A motorized micromanipulator provides
the means to control the laser motion. Reproduced from [26] with kind permission from Springer
Science+Business Media
3.6.2 Tissue Targets
Initial incision trials were conducted on tissue phantoms. Cylindrical agar-based gel
targets were produced to mimic soft tissue. The constituents used to fabricate these
targets are deionized water and agar powder (B&V s.r.l., Italy). The concentrations
are as follows: 98 % water, 2 % agar. In soft tissues, the absorption of infrared laser
radiation is dominated by the presence of free water molecules [12], therefore water
was chosen as the main constituent of the targets. Although different from tissue, these
gels offer a controlled medium on which the effects of the laser can be reproducibly
studied [27].
In order to gather the data required for the learning tasks, additional incision
trials were performed on fresh ex-vivo chicken muscle tissue. Like most soft tissues,
chicken breast has a high water content, which makes it a convenient target for CO2
laser ablation trials. Before the experiments, tissue samples were kept for 20 min in
an open refrigerated box at a controlled temperature (7–12 ◦C), in order to preserve
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their moisture and prevent degradation. To ensure identical initial temperature, the
samples were monitored with an infrared thermal camera (Fig. 3.6). It is important
to point out that the ex-vivo model selected in this study does not present the same
laser absorption of in-vivo tissues. The thermal effects of a laser on living tissues
is influenced by several factors that are not present in ex-vivo models [12], e.g.
heat convection due to blood perfusion. Nonetheless, most of these factors can be
neglected in first approximation [12]. The selection of an ex-vivo model is consistent
with the objective of this study, i.e. to prove the concept of an on-line depth estimation
system based on statistical regression analysis.
3.6.3 Measurement of Temperature During Laser Irradiation
Temperature of the surface of tissue is captured continuously during laser exposure
plus a proportional time after the laser is turning off in order to capture the cool-
ing down process. A digital thermal camera (FLIR A655, Flir Systems Inc., USA)
equipped with a filter for CO2 emissions. Data collected from the sensor is a stream
of video frames with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels at a rate of 100 Hz. A sample
frame is shown in Fig. 3.7. The distance from the camera to the tissue was maintained
constant throughout the experiments. At this distance, each pixel covers an area of
0.177 × 0.177 mm2.
3.6.4 Measurement of Depth of Incision
To examine the ablation craters, we used a digital microscope (Olympus SZX16). In
order to get a complete exposure of the crater profile, tissue targets were sectioned
into slices. Agar-based targets were sectioned manually with a blade. Ex-vivo soft
Fig. 3.7 Raw thermal image
of phantom tissue target
during laser irradiation.
Brighter colors represent
higher values of temperature.
Reproduced from [26] with
kind permission from
Springer Science+Business
Media
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Fig. 3.8 Frozen section of chicken muscle tissue after laser ablation. The frame used for the
measurement of the ablation depth is shown. Reproduced from [28] with kind permission from
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd
tissue targets required a more articulated protocol, as manipulation and sectioning
may induce deformation artifacts that alter the measurements process. To preserve
the structural properties of these samples throughout the examination, a snap-freeze
technique [29] was used. It consists in rapidly lowering the temperature of samples
down to −70 ◦C, by means of dry ice. This technique increases the rigidity of speci-
mens, allowing for sharp and clean slicing with minimum deformation. Targets were
sectioned with a cryostat microtome, which allows to perform slicing while keeping
the temperature of samples low (−30 ◦C). The depth of incision is defined as the
distance from the surface to the bottom of the incision crater (see Fig. 3.8). This
was measured through manual segmentation of the microscope images: the depth of
incision is estimated contrasting its size in pixels against a reference scalebar.
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